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Graduate School
Launches
Higher
Education
Program
Deanna Rosa
Assistant News Editor

Awije Bahrami
Entertainment Editor
On Friday, Nov. 7, the
Global Education Center
and College of the Arts presented the works of 23 Master’s and Ph.D. students
from Japan’s Tokyo University of the Arts.
Previously in June, 12
Montclair State University art students visited
the Tokyo University of the
Arts as an exchange. The
exchange was part of the
“KAKEHASHI Project” led
by Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Japan
Foundation to promote cultural exchange between Japan and the United States.
At the beginning of the
presentation, two of the students briefly talked about
the history of the Tokyo University of the Arts. The university was created in 1887
and considered the only national art school in Japan.
The fine arts school and the
Aesthetics continued on Page 3

Students donate blood to a good cause in time for the holidays.

Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor
In collaboration with the
Center for Student Involvement as well as the Biology
club, the Volunteer Resource
Center held its second Blood
Drive of the fall semester on
Monday, Nov. 10.

“It’s the time of year when
we all think about our blessings and loved ones; planning for that special holiday
gathering and gift-giving,”
the Volunteer Resource
Center wrote on the school’s
website. “It is also the time
of year when blood donations are most needed.”

Honoring our Veterans

Campus community recognizes its service members

Photo courtesy of Cindy Meneghin.

Met with much success,
the drive was one of the perfect way to start the holiday
season’s gift-giving spirit in
the right direction. As the
school year progresses, similar drives such as this will
take place giving students
the opportunity to “be a life
saver.”

The Graduate School
at Montclair State just received approval for the
addition of a new concentration in the Educational
Leadership Master’s degree program. Beginning in
the Spring 2015 semester,
graduate students will have
the option of pursuing a degree in Educational Leadership with a concentration in
Higher Education.
After closing the concentration in Adult and Organizational
Development,
the Educational Leadership
Program was lacking sufficient options for its students;
even the university’s best
attempts at meeting specific
needs through modification
of the K-12 leadership program proved inadequate.
Requests and inquiries from
current Montclair State
students, as well as local
community college leaders,
further confirmed the uniLeadership continued on Page 4

MSU Celebrates
Diversity on Campus

Students at a cultural dance workshop.

Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer

Nicholas Kral | The Montclarion

“We wanted to celebrate
Afro-Caribbean culture and
music and Celtic spirituality. We wanted to look at
things that people didn’t really think about. It started
with an event called Bumba,
which had art, dance and
theater pieces all throughout the month and it went
beautifully. That’s when we
realized that we wanted
people to be able to come to
Montclair and experience
the world.”
According to AbreuHornbostel, 10 years ago,
Diversity Week had nine or
10 events in total. This year,

Veteran and Military Resources members raise their flag on Veteran’s Day.

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.

In honor of those in the
campus community currently and previously serving in
the nation’s armed services,
Montclair State held its
sixth annual Veteran and
Military Student Recognition Week beginning this
past Monday.
“The goal of this week
is to celebrate the veterans
and service members who
are part of the Montclair
State campus community,”
said Denise Rodak, Coordi-

nator of Veteran and Military Resources.
Under Rodak’s supervision, the office works to
“provide current service
members and veterans
with the tools [needed] to
succeed,” according to the
school’s website. “From application to graduation, the
[office] takes a proactive approach to the educational
process and helps students
connect with the necessary
[resources] as well as other
service members.”
On Nov. 10, the celebration of these individuals

began with the annual flag
raising ceremony carried out
by members of the Montclair
State Veterans Association.
Among those gathered at
the service, veterans from
the campus community as
well as those from the Four
Seasons at Great Notch
were in attendance. Unique
in its entirety, the event
represented multiple service branches and featured
the raising of the Montclair
State Student Veteran Association flag alongside the
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Red Hawk Turns
Bronze

Staying Fit in the
Fall

Selling Your Soul
on Black Friday
It’s mid-November;
the leaves are still
changing colors and
falling from trees,
the temperature has
yet to drop and autumn is in the air.

‘The Theory of
Everything’

Red Hawk
Roundup

Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor

Board of Trustees approves funds for Red
Hawk statue.

Veterans continued on Page 3

From Connecting Across
Cultures to Veteran Appreciation, the 10th annual
Diversity Week has encompassed more clubs and organizations than ever before.
Esmilda Abreu-Hornbostel and Maurice Sparks
launched Diversity Week 10
years ago to create a place
for people to learn about
different backgrounds and
cultures and how they can
coincide together. It was a
collaboration of the Office
of Equity and Diversity and
the College of the Arts that
still exists today.

Diversity continued on Page 4

Check in on how the
Red Hawks are doing
in various athletics.
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Wishes Come True at MSU
MSU Wishmakers chartered by the SGA
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Make-A-Wish brings hope to children through the power of a wish; John
Cena (pictured above) has fulfilled the highest numbers of wishes.

Photo courtesy of SixPackLife
via Wikimedia Commons.

impact on the life of a child,”
according to the foundation’s
website. After making their
gift, Make-A-Wish dedicates
a specific wish to that individual, organization, or company; the child’s wish story
and a photograph is then provided to “demonstrate how [a
donor’s] generosity helped a
wish come true.
Donations contribute to
the money needed to help not
only the organization, but
also helps the Make-A-Wish
Foundation’s pursuit to bring
their wish experiences to the
many children that struggle
daily with extreme medical
conditions.
Under the SGA, MSU Wishmakers are a Class IV organization. As Class IV, the organization receives $250 per
semester towards fundraising and events to help achieve
the goals previously set. Now
that the organization is chartered, MSU Wishmakers can
now organize events and help
the Make-A-Wish Foundation in ways that they could
not when MSU Wishmakers
was first established on April
21, 2014.
As of now, the organization is working in preparation and in coordination of
many events to help raise
money for their goals in helping children’s wishes become
a reality.
Seasonal visits to local children hospitals “helps the children escape from the feeling
of being in a hospital,” said
Twal. Bake sales, a “Walk-

for-Wishes” and even a multicultural day are just some
of the events the club has
planned to help raise awareness as well as money to help
children with illnesses fulfill
their wishes.
To find out about the upcoming events that the MSU
Wishmakers has planned,
the organization can be contacted through two different
sources. Students can find
MSU Wishmakers as a group
on Facebook; they currently
have 201 members in their
group despite their recent
charter. Tiffany Morales and
Twal constantly update the
Facebook page and provide
information and answers to
any questions that members
may have. In addition, the
club can also be contacted at
msuwishmakers@gmail.com.
On montclair.edu, there
are 147 clubs and organizations that are made available
for students to participate
in. These clubs and organizations not only depend on
their members to help them
but also depend on the engagement of the student population to help spread their
purpose for others to follow.
Every semester, new clubs
and organizations are being
created. Through their collaborations with the SGA, these
clubs and organizations get
chartered and have the potential to move up in class as
the semesters proceed; every
student has the chance to get
involved and make a child’s
wish come true.

Peter Shaver
Contributing Writer
A wish coming true can
make all the difference in a
child’s life. Officially chartered on Wednesday, Nov. 5,
MSU Wishmakers set their
sights on this goal by “bringing together like-minded
individuals to get involved
with their campus community to make a difference,” according to the organization’s
president, Jessica Twal.
The Wishmakers are associated with the Make-A-Wish
Foundation. This is the first
time Wishmakers will be active on campus. The foundation’s purpose is to grant
“wishes” to children diagnosed with life-threatening
medical conditions through
donations and organized efforts; these strides are seen
as a medicine to help children mentally and physically
in their struggle to fight their
illnesses.
On average, every 38 minutes, Make-A-Wish grants a
wish to a child in need, giving them hope towards a
better tomorrow. Recently,
MSU Wishmakers will now
receive funds to help their efforts become possible and to
ultimately help the foundation reach their goals to help
these children.
With the money that is
raised, Adopt-A-Wish is made
possible. In this experience,
donors are given the opportunity to “make an immediate, direct and substantial

Pelican Police Report
Tuesday, Nov. 4

Thursday, Nov. 6

Sprague Library: Nonstudent Eric Andrusca, 25,
of Nutley, N.J. was arrested and charged with theft
for his actions. Andrusca
is scheduled to appear
in Little Falls Municipal
Court.

Freeman Dining Hall:
A staff member of Dining
Services reported an incident of harassment on another employee of Dining
Services. The reporting
party declined to pursue
charges at this time.

Wednesday, Nov. 5

Friday, Nov. 7

Dinallo Heights: Students Connor Kasabian,
20, of Andover, N.J. and
Brendon Burkett, 20, of
Egg Harbor Township, N.J.
were arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia. Both
parties are scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Children’s Center: A
student reported an incident of aggravated assault
and harassment from another non-student. The
reporting student declined
to pursue charges at this
time.

Saturday, Nov. 8

Yogi Berra Drive: Nonstudent David Mckinney,
19, of Voorhees, N.J. was
arrested and charged for
distribution of marijuana,
possession of marijuana,
possession of CDS in a
motor vehicle, wrong way
on a one way and failure
to exhibit driver ’s license
after a motor vehicle stop.
Mckinney is scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Sunday Nov. 8
Bohn Hall: A student
reported an incident of
harassment an act of domestic violence from a
non-student. The reporting
student declined to pursue
charges at this time.

Writers and Contributors

Kimberly Asman, Nicholas Da Silva,
Shakeema Edwards, Jessica Mahmoud,
Nicholas Kral, Peter Shaver,
Kim Silva-Martinez, Natalie Smyth,
Michelle Strothers

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to
call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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Red Hawk Turns Bronze

Board of Trustees approves funds for Red Hawk statue

Get the inside
scoop on the
weekly meetings
Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer

• GlamourGals was successfully chartered as a class III
organization under the SGA.
• Management Club was successfully chartered under the
SGA.
• The 1908 Magazine’s charter as a class IV organization
of the SGA was not considered.

F

ollow us

on
Instagram!

@themontclarion

Rendering of Red Hawk statue scheduled to be completed by Sept. 1.

Kim Silva-Martinez
Contributing Writer
The Board of Trustees
awarded a $225,000 contract for the construction
of a bronze statue depicting MSU’s mascot, the Red
Hawk.
Susan Blount, chair of the
Audit, Finance and Investment Committee, made the
announcement at the Oct. 30
meeting. Hanlon Sculpture
Studio of Toms River, N.J.,
which specializes in collegiate statues, won the bid.
“On college campuses, it
is very traditional to have
a mascot statue,” said Dr.
Karen Pennington, Vice
President of Student Life

Photo courtesy of Hanlon Sculpture Studio.

and Campus Development
for Montclair State. “A Red
Hawk statue will serve as a
rallying point for the campus
and as a symbol of pride in
our campus life.”
The Student Government
Association approved funding for the statue in January
of this year; it will contribute $100,000 to the project.
“[The funding] was broken
up into two different sections, so there was one bill
for $60,000,” said SGA President Kristen Bunk. “We have
a separate fund; it’s money
we use to invest in certain
things on campus, so we used
the remainder for that the
statue.”
Victor Misarti, Senior

Aesthetics: Seeing Beauty Around Us
Continued from page 1

Students from Japan’s Tokyo University of the Arts host a presentation
on Japanese aesthetics.

music school comprise the
university and offer courses
for undergraduate, graduate and doctorate degrees.
The fine arts department offers courses in areas such as
painting, printing, sculpture,
crafts, design, architecture,
intermedia art and art history.
The music school offers
vocal music, composition, instrumental music, conducting, musicology, traditional
Japanese music, film production, animation and New Media courses. The official student population as of May
2012 was 2,800 students, including 120 international students. The university’s motto
is to “promote academic research regarding individual
concerns as the foundation of
artistic practices,” as one of
the students introduced the
upcoming artwork.
During the event, all 23
visiting students briefly discussed their art departments:
Fine Arts, Applied Arts, Contemporary Art and Traditional Japanese Music and each
individual student showed a
piece of his/her artwork.
The students of the Fine
Arts department talked about

Japanese aesthetic sensibility, the ability to experience
and understand deep feelings. Ghost and demons are
main characters in Japanese
fictional stories in part because darkness is an ideal
Japanese motif.
The Applied Art students
focused on three sections:
Material, Aesthetics and
Contemporary Culture. The
Japanese’s respect for nature, awe and long-lived objects and animals is evident
in their individual installations that they presented.
The students of the Contemporary Art department
focused on the importance of
ambiguous beauty and evanescence. They focused on
abstract ideas that convey
uncertainty and indecisiveness, a component that is
contrary to Western culturewhere decisiveness is most
valued. Japanese contemporary dance is defined as having “no borders.”
The students of the traditional Japanese Music department talked about Noh,
the oldest theater form in Japan as it has been around for
over 600 years. When the Noh
is performed, minimalism

Awije Bahrami | The Montclarion

is of the utmost importance.
The orchestra consists of four
musicians and the characters
of the plays include a samurai general, a beautiful lady,
a dragon, kings and devils.
Kabuki is a play in the Noh
genre where the characters
are only played by men. Some
of the instruments in traditional Japanese music are
the koto, a flat string instrument and the shakuhachi, a
flute with its blowing edge
and inlay upside down.
The mission of the KAKEHASHI Project is to introduce “Japanese style values” to American students
and vice versa. As of May of
2013, the program does an
exchange where 2,300 American students visit Japan for
10 days to see historical sites
and learn about cutting-edge
technology. Also, as of Fall
2013, 2,300 Japanese students have visited the United States for two weeks to
explore different states and
learn about American values.
Japan’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs hopes to continue this
project for future posterity.

Project Manager of Design
and Construction said that
MSU will provide the balance
from a regular facilities budget with a capital fund. The
university will also pay for
yearly statue maintenance.
MSU Federation of Teachers Local 1904 President
Richard Wolfsson also spoke
at the Trustees meeting. He
questioned the statue’s funding. “I hope there was a donation or development effort to
pay for this or that it was a
class gift. Is this coming from
our general funds-tuition dollars that could have gone to
lower course caps or more faculty?” he questioned. When
he asked the Board how big
the statue would be, for the

cost of nearly a “quarter-million dollars,” Blount assured
him it would be “big.”
The statue’s purpose is to
“instill pride, celebrate the
accomplishments of student
athletes and to educate visitors about the rich history of
Montclair State athletics,”
according to the bid contract
dated April 4, 2013. Misarti
said the statue will be approximately 10 to 12 feet
tall, excluding the foundation it will rest on. Construction should begin during the
summer and be completed
by Sept. 1, 2015, in time for
the start of the upcoming fall
semester. It will be located
to left of the Panzer Athletic
Center entrance.
Montclair State adopted
the Red Hawk mascot in
1989, marking its 25th anniversary this year. The mascot is based on the red-tailed
hawk, which is indigenous to
New Jersey and can be recognized by its vivid red tail.
Dr. Pennington compared
the Red Hawk statue to other
American icons.
“Visible symbols of who we
are and what represents us
are an important part of any
community,” said Pennington. “Sometimes those symbols are buildings, like the
Freedom Tower in New York
or monuments like Mount
Rushmore in South Dakota.”
Individuals entering the
campus on College Avenue
will be greeted by the Red
Hawk statue as a symbol of
unity for the campus community.

Veterans: Recognition at
its Finest

Continued from page 1

American one.
In collaboration with the
Center for Student Involvement’s Volunteer Resource
Center, the week-long recognition continued with Operation Gratitude, featuring
Veterans’ Day card writing.
Whether or not an individual
identified or currently identifies with a member of the
armed forces, students were
encouraged to draft messages to those who are actively
serving. Sent overseas, these
letters will reach the troops
in the midst of holidays and
homesickness, a good remedy
for combatting these states.
In addition, the observance
of Veterans Day continued
with an exclusive talk featuring special guest speaker
Bob Max. As a veteran of
World War II, Max shared
his story of both the Battle
of the Bulge and the time he
spent in a Nazi Labor Camp.
Hosted by the George Segal
Gallery in partnership with
the Holocaust Council of
Greater MetroWest, the veteran’s words were definitely
timely and appropriate in
their delivery.
The celebration of Veteran
and Military Student Recognition Week continued with
an Admissions Night. More
or less, the event acted as

a resource fair where those
interested in pursuing an
undergraduate or graduate
degree could gather information and interact with those
more knowledgeable in the
area.
Throughout the night, all
U.S. veterans and service
members in attendance were
given the opportunity to
learn about Montclair State’s
extensive academic programs
at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels. In addition, these individuals received one-on-one counseling
to discuss their educational
background as well as their
specific eligibility for financing these potential academic
options through the G.I. Bill.
The night was met with success and functioned as the
main component in recognizing student service members.
Tomorrow afternoon, the
week-long recognition will
come to an end with Yoga
for Veterans. Sponsored by
Health Promotion and the
Recreation Center, the event
is designed to offer a relaxing
and peaceful environment to
those veterans and service
members currently undergo
periods of stress or hardship
in their daily lives.
Though the celebration
wraps up at this final event,
the appreciation and recognition of veteran and military

themontclarion.org
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Leadership: Developing Skills for Life
Continued from page 1

New program offers graduate students an opportunity to improve their résumé. Claire Fishman | The Montclarion

versity’s emerging need for
a program specific to leadership in higher education.
Together with on-campus field experts Dr. Kim
O’Halloran and Dr. Karen
Pennington, Dr. Eunice Grippaldi, the Program Administrator and Graduate Program
Coordinator for Educational
Leadership, worked to design
and establish the anticipated
concentration in Higher Education.
“My job is to grow our program offerings to meet the
needs of students who wish
to be outstanding leaders in
educational organizations,”
Dr. Grippaldi stated, concerning her part in coordinating the program. “My role
is to now take it to the next
level and have it be a successful start-up program for
the spring semester in hopes
to grow it like our K-12 Educational Leadership degree
and to move it from a concentration to a full program and
then take it off-site to meet
the needs of students across
the state.”
Montclair State is currently the only public univer-

sity in northern New Jersey
offering a Higher Education
Leadership Master’s degree
program.
The university’s concentration is unique in its provision of training for a broader
range of fields within leadership and administration of
every functional area of higher education institutions;
comparable programs only
emphasize student development and student affairs.
“Our program [is also] designed not to limit students
to a particular field of leadership, but allows students to
use their electives to investigate a wide array of options
within Higher Education
Leadership,” said Grippaldi.
Potential careers for program graduates include positions in Admissions, Financial Aid, Development/
Advancement and Communications, Adult and Continuing Education, Multicultural Affairs and Special
Populations, Internship and
Cooperative Education Coordination, Athletics, Human
Resources and Organizational Development, Alumni

Affairs, Enrollment Management and Instructional Technology.
The program is designed
for graduating college seniors or current employees in
higher education institutions
who are interested in further
training. In the words of Dr.
Grippaldi, “[It is] a master’s
degree program that will provide them with the knowledge and skills needed to
take on leadership positions
within higher education organizations.”
Since its official approval
just last week, about 20 information requests as well as
several applications for the
Spring 2015 semester have
already been received by the
Department of Counseling
and Educational Leadership.
For anyone desiring to
learn more about the MA program in Educational Leadership with a concentration in
Higher Education, an information session will be held
on Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 6
p.m. in the University Hall
Conference Center.

Diversity: Campus Shows
its True Colors

Continued from page 1

there are over 30 events taking place this week plus the
2014 Rescue in Budapest
Series, which is a series of
lectures, films and special
events throughout the semester.
“We like to look at intersections; maybe I am a Muslim
woman and artist or maybe
I’m an athlete who wants to
raise awareness of global environmental issues. It’s about
intersectionality and giving
students a broader scope of
what being a global citizen
is here at Montclair State,”
said Abreu-Hornbostel.
The LGBTQ Center hosted
a Veteran Appreciation event
in the lobby of the Student
Center to support veterans
who had to hide their identity or suffered any discrimination based on their sexual
orientation. C.J. Malva, a senior and member of LGBTQ,
is glad that Montclair State
is so aware and respectful of
all different cultures and orientations.
“I know freshmen who
decided to come to Montclair
State because we had a LGBTQ center,” said Malva. “It’s
really important for students
to have a place to go where
they can be who they are, regardless of their sexual orientation.”
Malva said that the enormous amount of diversity
here has made students a
lot more accepting of other
people’s differences and has
even helped him become
more accepting of himself.
“That’s what diversity is all
about; accepting yourself and
accepting others. This week
is just another reminder of

how far we’ve come, but also
how far we have to go.”
Some events are included
in Diversity Week that is also
scheduled
independently
of this event. Claudia Guevara, a graduate student in
the counseling program, cofacilitates connecting across
cultures weekly.
“We don’t just talk about
ethnic or religious differences,” claimed Guevara. “It’s
about your identity. What
identity is most prominent in
your life? It doesn’t have to
be anything specifically and
that’s what makes diversity
so great.”
Diversity Week is filled
with educational lectures,
art exhibits and musical theater, all of which can open
your eyes to a new way of
life. As it continues to grow,
students like Malva will continue to raise awareness of
issues surrounding diversity
and above all hope to create a
more accepting society.
“What we wanted to
achieve was an opportunity
for people to look at diversity
in a broader way,” said AbreuHornbostel. “It goes beyond
race, class and gender. Are
you in Greek life? Are you an
athlete, actress or musician?
Are you an activist? How do
you contribute to this world?
We want to include what is
often not heard or seen.”
In other words, Diversity
Week is for all students, no
matter where you’re from or
what your personal identity
is.

themontclarion.org
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Stay Fashionable and Cozy this Fall
Find out what students are wearing to show their
fashion while staying warm

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer
As the weather gets colder, you might be reluctant
to step on campus in your
adorable skirts and dresses.
No one wants to be cold in
class or while walking across
campus. Luckily, I’ve found
plenty of examples of ways to
stay warm while showing off
your dresses and skirts.
On days that aren’t too
cold, skip the tights and
opt for knee socks. They go
perfectly with short skirts
and dresses. Another way to

make a dress more appropriate is to layer a shirt over it,.
Layering a long-sleeve
top over a sleeveless dress
is a fashionable solution to
wear in the colder months.
Then layer on a long jacket to
compliment the length of the
dress or skirt. Boots or even
Converse shoes look great
with knee socks.
The most obvious way
to stay warm that probably
comes to mind is tights. Try
skipping solid colors and go
for lace or patterned tights.
Then, to take a risk, pair it
with a patterned dress. It’s

fun and easy to try out the
pattern-on-pattern trend. Add
fall-appropriate boots and a
jacket to finish off the look.
However, try mid-calf boots
and not knee-high ones so the
patterned tights don’t go unnoticed.
Remember those tube socks
with the stripes at the top that
used to be worn at the gym?
If you like to think outside
the box, try rocking a pair of
these instead of the typical
knee highs. They’ll still keep
your legs just as warm. To add
to the look, try a skater dress
or skirt and definitely add a

beanie. The tied flannel also
fits the vibe.
Finish the look with Vans
or Converse shoes. In addition
to your legs, it’s important
to also think about keeping
your arms warm. As sweater
weather begins, cardigans are
showing up, too. Try using
them to layer over dresses like
this. The matching scarf is the
best accessory to an outfit like
this.
Adding solid tights will
definitely keep your legs warm
and don’t take away from the
style on top. Finally, boots are
the go-to shoe.

Dress: H&M.
Tights: Mandees.
Jacket: TJ Maxx.
Necklace: down the shore.
Boots: Doc Martens.
How’d you spend the weekend?
“I worked at Stop & Shop and
did homework.”

Another piece that comes
out in autumn is vests. They
can be tricky to stylize but
are perfect for layering, especially over a dress. If the vest
is a more neutral color, try
opting for colored tights for a
pop of color.
Layering a jacket over
won’t ruin the look, as keeping it open will also show the
vest underneath. The little
accessories worn here like the
thrift purse and statement
necklace top off the look.

Dress: Forever 21.
Layered shirt, jacket, shoes and
bag: TJ Maxx.
Favorite movie and why? “I don’t really know. Probably The Breakfast Club
because I always laugh even though I’ve
seen it so many times.”

Dress: H&M.
Cardigan: Forever 21.
Tights: Amazon.
Shoes: Payless.
How did you spend Halloween night?
“I played video games with my friends. I dressed up
as Velma with my friends and Darth Vader here
on campus.”

Even though it’s getting colder, there is no need
to kick your dresses and skirts to the curb.
There are easy ways to transition them to fall
and even winter. I hope this gave you some
ideas and I hope to see how you style yours
around campus!
For more pictures like these, check out my
blog on Instagram and Facebook
@montclair_state_style!

Dress, cardigan, leggings: TJ Maxx.
Scarf: gift.
Ring: grandmother’s.
Boots: Kmart.
Tattoos?: “No, I never would. The permanence of
[a tattoo] is best described as “aaah” unless it is
something really important or meaningful.”

Shirt: American Eagle.
Flannel: Pacsun.
Skirt: Tilly’s.
Beanie: Forever 21.
Socks: Hot Topic.
Chocked and bracelet on right arm: Etsy.
Bracelet on left arm: An olive festival.
“The song ‘Is There Somebody Who Could Watch You’
by The 1975; I found one of their songs in a fan-made
trailer for Looking For Alaska.”

Dress: H&M.
Vest: Wetseal.
Tights: Target.
Necklace: Forever 21.
Boots: Steve Madden.
Purse: thrift.
What’s your favorite band or artist and what’s your favorite song of theirs?
“I like so many different artists; I don’t know who I love. I’ll say Regina Spektor and
her song ‘Us.’ It’s from the 500 Days of Summer soundtrack.”

themontclarion.org
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What’s The Deal?
When do you think it’s acceptable to send nudes to
your significant other?
He Said

She Said

It is entirely acceptable
to send nudes to your significant other. It is a bond of
trust between you and them.
If they so choose to send you
naked pictures of themselves
for you to enjoy, then why
not enjoy them? There, however, is a problem I see that
can arise when sending and
receiving nudes: do they stay
in the hands of the person
who was intended to receive
them? In today’s day and age
with Internet security being compromised daily, one
should think twice about
sending nudes to and fro.
Many guys seem to be
very apathetic to the situation regarding nudes, as they

find that most often a girl is
sending it to them. What guys
don’t seem to understand is
that if your significant other is
sending you nudes, then they
should only be for you. No one
else should be in on that and
for guys to go around sharing
nudes is not only a breach of
privacy but a breach of trust.
Guys need to understand
that if a girl is sending you
nudes, it’s because you’ve
reached a level where she is
comfortable with you having
them. That doesn’t mean she
wants you to be out showing
them to other people. However, what seems to be happening more and more is that
many guys feel it is accept-

When is it acceptable to
send naked photos of yourself to your significant other?
Never! Let’s face it; in an age
where you can literally track
one’s day-to-day activities
by browsing through their
Tweets and Facebook statuses, one can say that privacy
has become as obsolete as flip
phones and dial-up Internet.
From fearing that hackers
might somehow access your
Dropbox to spying on one’s
online activity, there are a
myriad of reasons why you
should not send naked photos
of yourself, often referred to
as “nudes,” to your anyone—
no matter how close you are
with them. The first reason
is obvious; not all relationships are built to last. More
specifically, what will become
of the nude photos that you

sent your lover if you were to
break up or even a have a dispute? Who is to say that your
ex-lover could turn your own
photos against you following a
nasty breakup? Even if this is
not the case and you are confident that your partner is an
honest and respectful person,
there is always the possibility
that your nudes may fall into
the wrong hands.
Of course, there are cases
where we feel like we must
give our loved one a “special
gift.” In the case of a longdistance relationship or one
that had just lost its spark,
the best way of sending nudes
would entail the old-fashioned
way of sharing photos, as in
taking them with a camera,
getting them developed and
printed, sending it to your beloved by hand or by mail and

able to show off and brag about
their partners by sharing their
partner’s nudes. It has also
had an impact on the girls who
might have sent nudes, but because of the way nude culture
is, girls are hesitant to share
their nudes.
Essentially, what this argument has boiled down to is that
guys spread the nudes they get
too freely. They are ruining it
for the girls be having shared
their nudes with the world.
The message all guys need to
get through their head is that
nudes should remain private
and shouldn’t be released under any circumstances. Recent
news with the leaked celebgate photos leading to jail time
then deleting the initial file
with your photo in it. Such a
method is obviously not 100
percent foolproof but, in addition to it being more private,
it is much more intimate and
personal than sexting via
phone or messenger. While
we may be young and feel
like we are at our peak right
now, we must be realistic and
prudent and therefore think
about the long-term consequences of our actions.
Your nudes today could
ruin your job prospects for tomorrow. No one is safe from
the haunting aftermath that
sexting may bring; not A-list
celebrities, not powerful politicians and definitely not you.
If your significant other is
compelling you to send him/
her naked photos of yourself, despite any concerns you

only furthers the point. Stop
spreading nudes around and
keep them to yourself. The
rest of the population will
thank you in secret.

Reach out to us at @MSUnews

may have towards this matter, then your partner does
not really love you, as he/she
cannot appreciate the kinds
of things that transcend a
cheap snapshot. After all,
your character, your ethos
and the connection that you
share with your significant
other are what brought you
two together in the first
place, right? If your partner
fails to acknowledge these
important elements and
disregards your sentiments,
then maybe it’s time for you
to reconsider your relationship.
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Staying Fit in the Fall
Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

As the weather gets colder, it becomes easier and easier to come up with excuses to skip your workout.
Staying fit and healthy is a full-time job and does not take a break in the fall and winter. Try to fight these
excuses and take advantage of the Student Recreation Center. Many students will go home for winter
break, so try to use the gym as much as you can now. Here are some common excuses and what you should
do to combat them and stay healthy.

Photo courtesy of www.crazywebsite.com

“It is too cold to run outside.”

“It is too dark out at night to go to the gym.”
As the weather gets colder, it becomes easier
and easier to come up with excuses to skip your
workout. Staying fit and healthy is a full-time job
and does not take a break in the fall and winter.
Try to fight these excuses and take advantage of
the Student Recreation Center. Many students
will go home for winter break, so try to use the
gym as much as you can now. Here are some common excuses and what you should do to combat
them and stay healthy.

If you are a runner, the cold weather is very
discouraging. Instead of skipping your run, think
of the cold as rejuvenating. The cold will definitely
motivate you to run faster in order to get warmer
and will give you a huge sense of accomplishment.
Just wear pants and one or two layers on top and
you should be good to go well into the winter.

“I am way too busy and stressed to
go to the gym.”
Everyone can make time to work out
and stay active if it is truly something
they care about. When you are the most
busy and stressed, it is probably when
you need the gym the most. Exercise is
an excellent stress reliever and can help
you get out some frustration you have
about school, work or anything else going on in your life. This does not mean
you have to clock in two hours at the
gym every day; anything is better than
nothing and even a 20-minute workout
can help boost your mood.

“Bathing suit season is months away; I
don’t need to work out now.”
Most people tend to head to the gym about
a month or so before they plan to wear a bathing suit or break out their winter clothes. This
is not the solution; getting a fit and healthy
body takes months of work and dedication. In
fact, summer bodies are made in the winter.
When working out now, think of how far you
will be by the time spring comes around.

themontclarion.org

Help Wanted
Babysitter wanted 24-32 hours a
week to manage 3 kids. 12:30-8 p.m. Mon,
Wed, Thurs. Looking for a “take charge”
person with previous experience. Nonsmoker, fluent in English. Driving not
necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or
email Mlisdona@yahoo.com
P/T After School Nanny wanted for
3 children ages 7,7, & 12. Mon-Fri
2:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving kids to
activities, help with homework, light
cooking for kids dinner & light cleaning/organizing. Call Helen
917-658-6304 or 973-748-0876 or
email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com
P/T Childcare for 9 yr old girl.
Mon/Tues/Wed - 3 to 7 p.m. Child has some
learning disabilities, so a Special Ed student
would be great, but not necessary. $12.00/hr.
Call Patti 201-248 0599 or
email paf0115@hotmail.com
P/T Montclair cook, cashier, food runner & driver wanted. Ruthie’s BBQ &
Pizza. Call 973-509-1134.

P/T Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy & 3
year old girl in Montclair. Boy has minor
special needs, but both are fun & sweet.
Special Ed would be preferred, but not necessary. 2 afternoons a week. Days Flexible!
Call Ann at 917-363-7429 or email
Ann.Antoshak@gmail.com
Fairfield, NJ based Internet Startup looking
for recent college grads or very ambitious
college students. $30,000 plus first year &
Vested Retirement Plan within 24 months of
hire. Complete company training for qualified individuals. Call Pat 973-698-7582 or
email resume to pgiglio@pagelink.com
Nutley family seeks P/T Nanny for
two kids ages 2 & 7. M-F, 4:00 - 7:30
p.m. Pick-up from school, homework
help & dinner prep.
Email bethcarey@hotmail.com

Classifieds
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted
P/T Dependable / Responsible
Babysitter wanted for friendly Maplewood family – 2 children 12 &16.
Tuesdays & Thursdays (Wed. possible) from 2:45 to 7:00 p.m. Driving
to activities (both kids) and supervising homework (for 12 year old). Must
have valid driver’s lic. & clean record.
Also have a sweet golden retriever, so
comfort with dogs is also a must.
Email Liz at lmplwd@gmail.com
Please include references.

P/T After-School sitter in Fair Lawn to drive
kids 7/13/16 to activities, supervise playdates
& homework for the youngest. Flexible
Hours! Must like dogs & cats.
Email jdavisswing@yahoo.com
P/T After School Childcare needed Mon-Fri,
2:50-6:20 pm for 9 &11 year olds in Mountain
Lakes. Prepare snack and dinner & help with
homework. Must Drive. Contact Jane at
901- 487-4999 or Janemhouston@gmail.com

After-School Driver/Minder for cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours, 2-3 days per
wk... flexible! Drive to lessons & practice,
oversee homework. M/F encouraged to
call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or
email EJuviler@verizon.net

P/T Childcare for Montclair Family (near
MSU) for kids 9 & 12. Three days per week
3:00-6:30 pm. Need a car for driving to activities. Light meals and homework help.
Email Monica - monica.minore@verizon.net

After school Nanny wanted for 2
children 5 days a week in Montclair.
Clean driving record a must, as driving kids to activities is required. Also
homework help & light cooking /
cleaning. Call Wendy at 201-206-2851.

$20.00 per hour - Students needed to assist
professional dog trainer & clients w/ behavior modification. No experience necessary.
Flexible schedule. Call Carol 973-746-4238 or
e-mail cjgamm@mindspring.com

P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House
Chatham, NJ is looking for Energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson
plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/
potty training. Contact Jade 973-701-8303 or
rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com.
P/T Afternoon Nanny in Montclair to
one sweet little boy age 10 months.
Call Brooke at 631-327-5513.

Montclair after-school “Driver” needed
for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours.
Minimum weekly fee.
Call Bea 973-619-5650 or email
Binkowsk2@yahoo.com
P/T Experienced, energetic, reliable babysitters wanted for our 7 year old son in Nutley.
Occasional afternoons / weekends.
$15.00 & up / hour. Contact Linda at
lindaturiya@yahoo.com or call 973-508-8868
(Leave a message).

For Sale
Black Oster microwave with turntable. Brand
new condition. Model OGB5902. $65.00. Paid
$120.00. Plastic strip still on. With manual.
Pics available. On campus.
Call 267-981-9909.

Vanity with Cushioned Chair & Matching Mirror, asking for $130.00.
Call 201-401-2017.

For Rent
Private Room w/ Bath for Female.
Near Campus off Valley Road in Clifton. Available immediately. $550.00 per
month. Call Joan 973-279-7294.

Upcoming Events
Beauty Pageant
With baked goods and a DJ
Tuesday, Nov. 18
6 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Blanton Hall Atrium
Hosted By: Blanton Hall Council
46th Annual OSAU Harvest Ball
Wednesday, Nov. 19
7:30 p.m.- 10:30 p.m.
Student Center Ballrooms A & B
Charge for Entrance: $5-MSU $7-NonMSU
Hosted By: Organization of Students
for African Unity
Contact: msu.osau@gmail.com

Learning to Fish:
Landing the Position You Want in the
Troubled Waters of Today’s Job Market

Dance Marathon for the Children’s
Specialized Hospital

Saturday, Dec. 6 from noon to 12 a.m.
Student Center Ballrooms
Thursday, Nov. 20 at 4 p.m.
Participants
must
register
and
UN 1020
have a fundraising goal of $62.
Hosted by Financial Management & EcoHosted By: Montclair Miracles
nomics Society (FMES)
Hear from Donna Chlopak as she discusses Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com
the job search as related to your interests. She
will review where to look for opportunities and
Have an event coming up?
how to evaluate them. She will also discuss reLet us know!
sumes, cover letters, and the interview process.

Email
MSUPRODUCTION@GMAIL.COM
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And Now time for something
different... sudoku!
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Question of
the Week
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Selling Your Soul on Black Friday

What has been
your experience
as a worker on
Black Friday?
Andrea Arenes
Undeclared
Freshman
“It was really
hectic. I was
tired because I
closed that day.
The store was a mess, I got yelled at,
and on top of that, the fitting rooms were
really messy. All in all, it was just really
bad.”
Mouna
BenRomdhane
Undeclared
Freshman
“It was my first
day. I had a shift from, I believe, one to
eight and I got no breaks. They put me
everywhere and I had never done anything. I learned everything that day from
cash register to fitting rooms. I had to
donate blood after that but couldn’t because I was so stressed out. Black Friday
was one of the worst days for me. Never
again.”
Daniel Borja
English
Junior
“This will be my
first year working on Black Friday. At my previous jobs, we were usually
closed on that particular day, but I started working at Walgreens six months ago
and am scheduled to work Black Friday
morning at 5 a.m. That means I have to
get there at 4:30 or so, which I find ridiculous because Walgreens is a convenience
store. I do not understand what the 40
percent off will be on; Butterfingers and
shampoo? I feel like some businesses take
advantage of it so they can promote and
sell inventory that they normally do not
sell during the year.”
Michelle
Delrisario
Nutrition
Junior
“It gets busy
and it is very
tiring.”
Emily Garcia
Family
and
Child Studies
Sophomore
“It is definitely
crazy madness
at my restaurant. I’m a waitress at a restaurant at the mall, so everyone, after
they’re done shopping or before they go
shopping, comes in acting all crazy and
orders as much food as possible. It’s definitely madness.”
Josh Ni
Business
Administration
Sophomore
“I work at a restaurant as a waiter; every single time,
[on the night of Thanksgiving], we usually have a lot of customers during the
evening, but by 9 p.m., the restaurant is
empty because everyone is getting ready
for Black Friday. Everyone puts all their
work in for the whole afternoon and evening so that they have the whole night to
go Black Friday shopping for the cheapest thing.”
Emma
Sideman
Business
Molecular
Biology
Senior
“It’s absolutely hectic and very annoying
because people are very rude and they
don’t understand that you’re a human
being, too.”

Christian Blaza | The Montclarion

I

t’s
mid-November; the leaves are still
changing colors and
falling from trees, the
temperature has yet
to drop to its bleak
and blustery status
and autumn is still in
the air. Yet, according
to CBS, two women in
Beaumont, Calif. are
already planning for
a holly-jolly holiday
season, lining up for
the Black Friday sales
which have not even
been announced.
Although this is an
extreme case, many
others will be lining up
on Thanksgiving night
and the early hours of
Black Friday in order
to shop for the best
deals. As the years
have gone on, we have
seen businesses opening earlier and earlier
on Black Friday, taking advantage of retail workers who have
to wake up extremely
early in order to get to
work on time and set
up the store. The major

retailer Kmart is opening its
doors at 6 a.m. on Thanksgiving, according to Huffington Post, and it will remain
open for 42 hours straight.
For most, if not all retail
businesses, Black Friday is
the most important sales
day of the year, so we understand that companies want
to open their doors early to
make the biggest profit possible. We also recognize that
we live in a capitalist country, making the flow of money
essential to the maintenance
of our economy. Yet, forcing
poorly-paid employees with
no health benefits to work
ridiculously long and inconveniently timed shifts does
not seem to be in the spirit
of bringing “peace on earth
and good will toward men.”
Many students who attend Montclair State University work in retail, and
for these students, the
Thanksgiving break, which
is usually meant for congregation and relaxation,
will instead be full of stressful hours of work. The burden of Black Friday may be
even larger for students who
work in Bergen County or
any other county with blue

laws. These laws limit business operation on Sundays,
so businesses will be packing
on extra hours on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday in order
to compensate for lost time on
Sunday.
Yet, Black Friday is only
one day in a hellish holiday
season. Already, students
have complained of increases
in their weekly work hours
and also in their company’s
hours of operation. Many students find themselves with
a packed schedule of classes
and work shifts during the
week, only to work eight or
more hours each day of the
weekend in preparation for
the surplus of shopping that
accompanies the holiday season. With professors assigning final projects, papers and
exams, students are already
stressed out enough. Increasing hours and interrupting
healthy sleep schedules to
work earlier and later shifts
only makes a busy student’s
life much busier.
Thanksgiving is a day
that we all take time to give
thanks for what we have in
our lives, yet Black Friday
and the spirit of retail in the
months before and after it

seem greedy and thankless.
We can’t change the way
that our economy works, but
we can advocate for changes that make Black Friday
a little more bearable for
student workers who must
brave the crowds of savage
parents fighting over the
2014 equivalent of Cabbage
Patch Kids.
We hope that stores will
allow workers to celebrate
Thanksgiving by staying
closed until Black Friday,
joining the ranks of Barnes
and Noble, TJ Maxx and
HomeGoods. Additionally,
we hope that managers and
supervisors will be understanding and give their student employees reasonable
shifts during the holiday
season. This may mean hiring a few extra seasonal employees, but if that is what it
takes to keep student workers happy and healthy, then
it seems a small price to pay
to keep the most wonderful
time of the year wonderful
for everyone involved.

Thumbs Up
Red Hawk Yogurt
Red Hawk Pride Society
First graduate program for higher education at
Montclair State

Thumbs Down

Workers dangling off One World Trade Center
Mexican government cover-up of gang crimes
against students
Parodies of street harassment videos
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Bon Voyage to the Gap Year
There may be a better way to travel the world than taking a year off

I

magi n e
spending
a
gap year
traveling the
emily rovner
world. It
Asst. Opinion
sounds
editor
like
a
lovely idea; however, it is only
an idea. This idea of a gap year
is a quickly disappearing hope
for students. Traditionally, the
gap year allowed young adults,
fresh out of high school, to explore the globe and gain selfawareness.
Although a gap year sounds
like an amazing experience,
it is not practical in today’s
world.
A young person’s misunderstanding of what a gap
year is contributes to its ineffectiveness. When people hear
the words “gap year,” they see
themselves sitting on a tropical beach getting a tan while
sipping a fruity drink. That is
not a gap year.
According to the American
Gap Association, a gap year is
defined as “a structured period
of time when students take a
break from formal education
to increase self-awareness,
learn from different cultures

and experiment with possible
careers.”
A gap year is commonly
mistaken as a year of relaxation. Some may see a gap year
as an extended vacation, but
it is meant to be a chance for
young adults to find purpose
by volunteering and interning,
similar to a study abroad program. If the gap year was used
properly, it could positively influence young people.
This positive influence can
have a negative effect on one’s
bank account. It is no surprise
that traveling internationally
is expensive. With plane tickets as high as $400 a flight,
multiple flights can add up
quickly, causing a considerable
dent in one’s savings. Once
travel expenses are accounted
for, there are still housing and
grocery costs, not to mention
clothing, souvenirs and ground
transportation.
If this is not discouraging
enough, in some countries, the
exchange rates are crazy. For
example, the Euro is 80 cents
to one U.S. Dollar. The British
Pound is a mere 63 cents to
one U.S. Dollar. Low exchange
rates and high daily living
costs seem unappetizing for a
young adult, even if they have
the funds accessible to them.
In some cases, gap year

students may find school more
difficult than a non-gap year
student. Gap year students
may have a hard time trying to
find scholarships to apply to,
as many scholarships require
the applicant to be a graduating senior who is planning on
attending a formal college in
the fall in order to be eligible.
This can greatly decrease the
amount of scholarships a gap
year student is eligible for.
Also, after taking a year
off from a formal educational
setting, one may have trouble
recalling information they
learned in high school. This
can make simple entry-level
classes like freshman writing
and basic math harder on students. Of course, these are not
detrimental to students; however, it could slightly affect a
student’s grades.
Skipping college in order
to travel the world solo as an
18-year-old sounds great, but
the reality can be scary. Being placed in a foreign location
where everyone is a stranger
and their language is different is terrifying for someone
so young. They are not used to
relying solely on themselves,
therefore this is a huge and
sudden change. The world is
a dangerous place and it is no
place for someone who is not

completely ready for it. With
this in mind, a gap year is not
completely suitable for someone so young.
In today’s day and age, it’s
crazy to think that 18-yearolds are going to spend one
year away from college to
spend thousands and thousands of dollars on a gap year.
It doesn’t make sense for the
world we are living in today.
Although a gap year may
not be the best thing, it is a
great experience and can definitely be worthwhile. In order
to achieve similar experiences,
one can take part in a semester or year abroad. Since the
program often includes other
students, one will not feel so
alone. One can also continue
their college education in a formal setting while still gaining
cultural experiences through-

out their time aboard. This is
usually seen as the best option
for young adults.
Another idea would be to
wait to take a gap year until
after college graduation. This
may be longer than some may
want to wait; however, they
will have more life experiences
to prepare them to travel the
world solo. They will have a
better education and skill set
so they can have better opportunities. They will have more
possibilities to pursue a career
and move themselves in a positive direction.
Overall, the gap year is a
positive experience but not a
practical one.

Emily Rovner, a Television an Digital Media
major, is in her first year as the Assistant
Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.

Something More Priceless than
Education: A Teacher’s Influence
Undervalued educators make the biggest difference in a child’s life

T

here is
a great spoken word
poem that
I heard by
Taylor Mali.
The middlemichelle
aged white
strothers
columnist man got on
stage at Def
Poetry Jam in 2002 and told a
story about how a lawyer attempted to humiliate him at a
dinner by asking him what he
makes financially as a teacher.
It was called, “What Teachers
Make?” Mali proceeded to tell
the arrogant lawyer how he
makes a nontangible difference.
One of the greatest influences in my life was my fourth
grade teacher, Mrs. Petris. She
began as a substitute, but she
was definitely one of a kind.
She was transparent and you
knew that her heart was not
only in teaching but also making a difference.
I remember being a child
and feeling that warm feeling
of someone believing in you
when she taught me. I’m sure
that every child has had to ex-

perience a few bad teachers
and people in their lives who
feed on misery of others.
However, when you’ve had
that person that gave you not
only good grades but also a few
notches of self-esteem, combined with hope that your future can and will include happiness and success, it impacts
you in a completely different
way.
In the eighth grade, I ran
for Student Government President. Some of my fellow students were against my election
because I had not always been
a great example for my peers.
However, one of my teachers,
Juan Bas, believed that I could
do it.
I remember him pushing me
every day, joking about how
I would be the first black female president to preside over
the middle school and how it
would be similar to what was
going on in the news. The year
2008 was pivotal for American
history and myself because it
was the same year that Barack Obama was running for
his first term for presidency.
I ended up winning the election and years later, a young

girl walked up to me and said
that she voted for me and ran
for presidency because she
saw me. Because of me adopting Mr. Bas’ hope in myself, I
was able to spread that hope
and joy to someone else without even knowing.

“It is the supreme
art of the teacher
to awaken joy in
creative expression and knowledge.”
-Albert Einstein
On the exterior, I always
seemed to be strong and avoided displaying my insecurities
to the world. Taking a leap of
academic faith with someone
who believes in me, believes in
my leap and where I will land
could heal my insecurities
about intelligence.
Joseph Lombardo was my
high school English teacher; I
had him for level-three Eng-

lish. I remember feeling insecure because I’d moved down a
level, but my goal was to apply
for Advanced Placement English.
Mr. Lombardo did not have
to jump over the moon for me
to know that he believed in my
academic success more than I
did.
Henry Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs outlines how human
beings have a need for love, belonging and esteem. A teacher
can be the alternative version
of a parent for a child because
children spend most of the day
with their teachers and trust
them to assist with their development.
The difference that teachers
make is usually not tangible
nor is it demonstrated in the
salary that they get. Teachers put out energy and knowledge that is to be absorbed
and transferred back into the
world via their students. The
difference that teachers make
has never been compensated
financially for the work that
they have to do. Being a teacher is one of the most undervalued and underpaid jobs in the
world, but ironically, education

Concerning Editorials and Columns

is supposed to be one of the
greatest values in the United
States.
We encourage all parents
to enroll their children into
school when they are very
young to be socialized and begin the preparation stages that
will influence the rest of their
lives. But it is ironic and sickening to know that one of the
most essential job positions in
the United States is not one of
the most valued.
There are so many teachers who have impacted my life.
There is absolutely no way in
this world that I would have
made it this far academically
or mentally without the educators who have helped me along
the way. To them and all of the
teachers that spend countless
hours stressed because they
care just that much about education, I’d like to thank you
and leave you with the words
of Albert Einstein: “It is the
supreme art of the teacher to
awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge.”

Michelle Strothers, a Sociology major, is
in her first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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Help Write
Rapid Fire Reviews!
40-50 Words
msuarts@gmail.com
Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer

“Ocean Stone”
Chris O’Brien

This song has that cheesy boy-meets-girl
vibe, but in a romantic, less annoying way.
Chris O’Brien became popular with his album
Lighthouse in 2007, which became one of the
five best selling folk records on iTunes a week
after its release. That same year, he also won
many awards, like 2007 New Artist of the
Year by WUMB-FM in Boston.

HELP!!
WriteRapid
Fire Reviews!
40-50 Words
“Venice”
m s uThea Lighthouse
r t s @and the Whaler
gmail.com

This song has awesome instruments behind
it. The lyrics are super romantic but the cool
instrumentals make up for it. The name of the
band was inspired by a theme in Moby-Dick.
The band started with two members, but while
touring the country, three were added. It is an
all-guys band, which makes it perfect for girls to
love. Look them up, ladies!

“I Don’t Feel it Anymore “Song of the Sparrow”
William Fitzsimmons and Priscilla Ahn

William Fitzsimmons is probably known for his
two songs that played in Grey’s Anatomy. Two
blind parents that were also skilled at playing
multiple instruments raised Fitzsimmons. Pricilla
Ahn, who is William’s accompanist in this duet, is
a 30-year-old songwriter with three albums out.
She has toured with popular artists like Meiko and
Ingrid Michaelson. This is a beautiful song of the
boy-girl relationship.

“Hurricane”
Mindy Smith

Although songs with stories are fun, so are ones
with messages. This song, “Hurricane,” talks
about “setting it free.” It can really just remind
listeners to let things go and realize that life is
great. It can also remind you that great things are
happening. However, the song is not full of depth;
it’s actually upbeat and fun. Give it a listen.

“Still Life”
Dawn Golden

Stephanie Pitera
Contributing Writer
“Still Life” by Dawn Golden has an electronica
and alternative sound in a really unique way.
Golden’s voice is beautiful behind all the inThe
fourth annual
struments and has
an unheard-of
sound to it.
iHeartRadio
If you’re looking for a newMusic
genre ofFestisoft music,
val took
LasitVegas
check
out. by storm
in late September when 21
of pop music’s biggest stars
took to the stage at the MGM
Grand Garden Arena to per“Where
We’re
Going”
form.
This
year’s
show was
streamedDAE
live across the
world over Yahoo, as well as
Z100 and other iHeartMedia
stations.
The first night of the festival
kicked off with Taylor Swift,
singing the hit songs “We
Are Never Ever Getting Back

This song is hard to find online, so you might need
to pay for the download. It really is the epitome of a
college student. “We don’t know where we’re going,
all we know is that we try to live without any cares”
can basically sum up a lot of our lives these days. It’s
a great song to help you get through rough days, so
give it a listen.

Kristen Bryfogle
Opinion Editor

10 Hours of Princess Leia Walking in NYC by Are We There Yet?
One of the latest viral videos on the Internet is not focused on perpetuating meme culture or watching
teenagers doing something stupid; it’s actually calling for social change. The video, called “10 Hours of
Walking in NYC as a Woman,” consists of a plainly dressed woman walking through various areas of the
city, experiencing sexual harassment and catcalling along the way. Yet what would the Internet be without taking this well-executed social project and inserting it into the Star Wars universe? Instead of a regular woman, this video shows Princess Leia walking around New York, constantly bombarded with inappropriate comments made by other Star Wars characters. Their catcalls and pickup lines are actual audio
clips from the original Star Wars trilogy, warping famous dialogue into raunchy one-liners. You might feel
guilty laughing at a parody of an important issue in our culture, but I didn’t find that the video completely
dismisses the issue at hand. Although this version is obviously fictional, sexual harassment is something
that exists in nerd culture, especially when cosplaying. This version is clearly a joke, but maybe this nerdy
version caused some of those geeky guys who think it’s okay to call a random stranger a babe because
she’s in costume to realize that they are as inappropriate and unwanted a stalker as Boba Fett.

Claire Fishman
Photo Editor

Too Many Cooks by Adult Swim
“Too Many Cooks,” which originally debuted at 4 a.m. on Adult Swim early last week, quickly became a
YouTube viral sensation. The 11 minute short starts as a parody of a 90s sitcom opening but, much akin
to other Adult Swim favorites like Tim and Eric, slowly dissolves into complete and utter insanity. While
its absurdist humor doesn’t break any monumental ground, there’s a certain charm to this joke that just
keeps going on and on and on. Regardless if the gag hits the right mark, it’s undeniable that you’ll have
this catchy tune stuck in your head for days.

Kristen Bryfogle
Opinion Editor

Captain America Winter Soldier – VHS Trailer (2014) by ChiefBrodyRules
In the age of skipping straight to the title menu on DVDs and streaming video directly from the Internet,
movie trailers are not as dominant as they were in our childhood when we either had to watch all of them
to get to the feature presentation or fast-forward through them, which was, in essence, still watching
them. But fear not, true 90s kids and VCR enthusiasts! One YouTuber has brought back the crappy audio
quality, overdramatic transitions and tacky font to bring you a Captain America: The Winter Soldier
trailer as it would have looked if it were made in the 90s. The purposeful regression in this video is deconstructive artwork at its finest: the cheesy background music, awkward cuts and fuzzy image quality send
me into nostalgia city. And if you aren’t screaming “YES!” at this craptastic throwback to trailers-gone-by,
then watching this video will at least give you a new appreciation for how far movie trailers have come in
the last 15 to 12 years.
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No Demand for ‘Toy Story 4’
Nicholas Da Silva
Staff Writer

Coming Fall
2017

“If Pixar keeps up with this recent mentality they’ve had of churning out cash-grab sequels, they won’t
have a friend in me.”
On Nov. 6, the Walt
Disney Company CEO, Robert Iger, announced that Disney and Pixar were planning
on making the fourth installment of the Toy Story franchise, with a current release
date set for June 16, 2017,
seven years after the release
of Toy Story 3. John Lasseter,
the director of the first two
Toy Story films, is set to direct and co-write the film.
Lasseter will be penning the
script with Andrew Stanton
(WALL-E, Finding Nemo),
Pete Docter (Monsters Inc.,
Up), Lee Unkrich (Toy Story
3), Rashida Jones and Will
McCormack.
Unsurprisingly, this
sudden decision has been
generating buzz all across
the web, with opinions on the
new sequel being split down
the middle. Some people are
excited that they’re getting a
new adventure with their favorite toys, while others are
upset with Disney for conjuring an inessential continuation of the franchise. I fall
onto the latter end of this
social-media parley, as Toy
Story 4 feels like a needless
attempt to milk more money
out of this beloved franchise.
You can argue that
Toy Story 2 and Toy Story
3 were made for the sake of
keeping the franchise alive,
but these sequels were still
primarily motivated by the
most essential factor of any
movie: telling a good story.
The
original
Toy
Story was primarily a buddy

comedy about a cowboy doll
and a spaceman action figure
that needed to learn to work
together in order to find their
way back to the home of their
owner.
The sequels managed
to go into further depth by focusing on more adult themes
like abandonment, loss, everlasting friendships and the inevitability of time catching up
with us all. The ending of the

ing the story back to where it
was in the first movie could
lead to one of two results: either the new movies will just
rehash the same overarching
storyline and character arcs
we had in the original trilogy,
or the new movies will shake
things up by dumbing everything down with more simplistic story lines that could only
appeal to little kids.
With the proof of Cars

Photo courtesy of Wikipedia.org

third movie was a perfect way
to end the entire story, with
Andy’s relationship with the
toys coming to a bittersweet
end and the toys starting life
anew with a young girl named
Bonnie.
Again, some will argue
that this could be the start of a
new trilogy, but that leads us
into another problem. Send-

2 and Monsters University,
Pixar is just as capable as any
movie studio of committing
the latter act.
Aside from the fact
that Toy Story 4 will likely be
a pointless extension of a story
that was already done, why
would Pixar even feel the need
to bring back Toy Story to the
big screen in the first place?

It’s the same way I feel about
Pixar making a sequel to Finding Nemo; what’s the point of
continuing a story that doesn’t
need to be continued?
On top of that, Pixar
has proven in the last decade
that animated movies based
on original ideas can be just
as successful (if not more so)
than major franchise animated films. Every Pixar movie
since 2003 has managed to
make over $400 million worldwide and only three of the nine
films they’ve released since
then have been sequels (Toy
Story 3, Cars 2, Monsters University).
Plus, when you look at
just how successful Disney Animation Studios has been with
original animated movies like
Wreck-It Ralph and Frozen,
it’s evident that the key to success isn’t making more sequels
and prequels and reboots and
remakes; it’s all about making
a good movie that focuses on
compelling characters, lots of
creativity and good storytelling. That should be the model
of all the major animation
studios and it was the model
of Pixar for over a decade until Disney’s hand started to
turn Pixar’s newer movies into
products that feel like they’re
made by a committee rather
than by people.
Even though I keep
asking why Disney is continuing on with the Toy Story franchise, it would be naivety of
the strongest order to not know
the answer; the reason is money, pure and simple. Disney,

like any other movie studio
in Hollywood nowadays, relies on charts and statistics to
tell them how to make their
movies as opposed to simply
trusting an audience to connect with the passion of a storyteller. Even when a studio
produces a quality movie, the
thing that business executives takes away from it isn’t
creating more quality movies, but that they will either
franchise the movie or make
a bunch of knock-offs of the
original movie.
It’s this success-bynumbers attitude that has
led to the gradual decline of
mainstream movies over the
last few decades.
If Pixar keeps up with
this recent mentality they’ve
had of churning out cash-grab
sequels, they won’t have a
friend in me.

Opening
Weekends:
Toy Story

$29,140,617

Toy Story 2

$57,388,839
Toy Story 3
$110,307,189
information courtesy of boxofficemojo.com
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‘The Theory of Everything’:
A Relatively Normal Life in the Face of Disabling Obstacles
Awije Bahrami
Entertainment Editor

The Theory of Everything is a biopic about the
human capability to achieve
greatness in the face of disabling obstacles. The movie
depicts the marriage between
Stephen Hawking and Jane
Wilde. Hawking is a British theoretical physicist who
came up with the idea that
the universe has a beginning;
he would later prove himself
wrong, the verdict being that
the universe is boundless and
has no beginning. Despite
Hawking’s Lou Gehrig’s disease, he managed to have a
relatively normal life. The
person who is responsible for
making this happen for him is
Wilde, his wife.
Hawking and Wilde
met as graduate students at
Cambridge University. When
he was first diagnosed, he initially tried to stay away from
Wilde, but she was standing
in his dormitory one day and
confronted him. With all the
courage and conviction she
could muster, she told him
that they could get through
this together.
At Hawking’s parents’
house, his dad questioned
Wilde’s ability and patience
to make the marriage work.
She replied, “I know what you
think, that I don’t look like a

terribly strong person, but I
love him and he loves me; we
are going to fight this illness
together.”
For Hawking’s sake,
Wilde makes a lot of sacrifices.
She couldn’t finish her degree
in European Literature because she simply couldn’t find
the time with taking care of
the children and her husband.
Wilde was slowly falling out of love with Hawking.
She was the one giving all
the attention and she wasn’t
getting much of it in return.
When her mother convinced
her to join a weekly church
choir, she developed a romantic relationship with the choir
teacher Jonathan.
There was now a lot
at stake. She and Hawking
had three children and she
couldn’t handle the pressures
of their families right now, as
they are all suspecting that
Jonathan is her lover. Wilde
and Jonathan make the conscious decision that they can’t
be together right now, another
sacrifice and contribution to
support her relatively normal
life.
Eddie Redmayne, who
plays Stephen Hawking, gave
an extraordinary performance
even though he didn’t have a
lot of lines in the movie. For

Photo Courtsey of Focus Features

“If you are looking for a source of motivation to believe in your abilities,
you should definitely go see The Theory of Everything.”

Actors, director and screenwriter of Theory at a college press conference

most of the movie, due to his illness, he was stuck in one pose.
The only way to express emotion on his own was through
his eyes and eyebrows.
During a press conference promoting the movie,
screenwriter Anthony McCarten mentioned that as Hawking was able to speak less
and less, Redmayne’s tools as
an actor became limited. He
couldn’t use one of the most
important tools an actor possesses: his voice.
Felicity Jones played
the role of Jane Wilde convincingly. For someone whose
husband has Lou Gehrig’s disease, she showed her desperation and helplessness clearly
and at times inconspicuously.

She didn’t want people to see
that her unconventional life
was getting to her. The only
thing that bothered me was
her makeup throughout the
movie. As time went on, her
clothes and hairstyle became
more sophisticated, but her
face didn’t change at all.
During the same press
conference, Jones said that
because of Hawking’s limited
use of dialogue, the question arose as to “who had the
power at what point.” In some
respects, their relationship
is similar to a “normal” marriage. Communication is to the
utmost importance in a relationship. The unwillingness to
say to the other person what
it was they really want exists

Movie
review

in many relationships. But is
the question of power based on
who made the most sacrifices
for the relationship?
For example, after
Jonathan came over for dinner for the first time and Jane
closed the door after him, she
said something along the lines
of “What did you think of him?”
Hawking just turned around
in his wheelchair and went
to his room. Isn’t he supposed
to be happy for her since she
sacrificed her youth, education
and career for him?
Although the movie
did not focus on what made
Hawking famous, which only
physics buffs would understand, it still deserves to
be praised. The point of the
movie was not to tell us about
physics; it was meant to show
that disabling obstacles can be
overcome if you are dedicated
to constantly defy them. It’s a
movie about the human capability to achieve the seemingly
impossible.
If you are looking for a
source of motivation to believe
in your abilities, you should
definitely go see The Theory
of Everything. After you walk
out of the theater, you’ll think
anything is possible.

Now playing in select theaters, coming to all theaters Nov. 14.

Boren Scholarship
Information Session

Thursday, November 20th at 1:00 pm
Schmitt Hall, Room 104
Hannah Grossblatt, from the Institute of
International Education, will be speaking with interested
students about the David L. Boren Scholarships. Boren
Awards provide a unique funding opportunity for U.S.
students to study languages in world regions critical to
U.S. interests (including Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern
Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East).
The countries of Western Europe, Canada, Australia, and
New Zealand are excluded. Boren Scholars are awarded
up to $20,000 for an academic year. Additional
information on preferred geographic regions, languages,
fields of study and application procedures can be found
at www.borenawards.org.
Co-sponsored by Global Education Center and
Department of Modern Languages and Literatures

Sports
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Red Hawk Round Up
Men’s
Basketball

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

The Red Hawks
will open their season in
Winchester, Va. to participate in the Shenandoah Tip-Off Tournament.
They will face Methodist
University on Nov. 15 and
will face either Shenandoah or Cazenovia on
Nov. 16 depending on day
one’s results.

Women’s Swimming
Basketball
and
The Lady Red
Hawks will participate in
Diving
the Bon Appetit NWC TipOff Classic in Portland,
Ore. and face Willamette
University on Nov. 15 in
their first game. On Nov.
16, they will face hosts
Lewis and Clark College.

The men’s team
moved to 1-5 on the season with a win over Drew
University, but also with
losses to St. Peter’s University and Manhattan
College. The women’s
team suffered the same
fate as the men, but their
record now stands at 2-4
for the season.

Field
Hockey
The Lady Red
Hawks fell short in their
NJAC Semifinal against
Rowan University and did
not qualify for the NCAA
Division III Field Hockey
Championship. Montclair
State still had a		
successful 14-5 season that saw
them go 8-1 at home and
4-2 in the NJAC.

Football
The football team
suffered their first loss in
seven straight games this
weekend, moving their
record to 7-2. They were
defeated by Morrisville
State College on Nov. 8 in
a 38-20 contest.
This loss robbed
the team of an upright
NJAC
Championship
win and an automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament. They are now in a
three way tie for first in
the conference with Morrisville State and Rowan.
The Red Hawks
will ravel to Kean University on Nov. 15. A win
will give them a chance
at an NCAA playoff bid.

Womens
Lacrosse

P

The Conference Will Be on the Line
New York Red Bulls qualify for the Eastern Conference Finals

Shakeema Edwards
Staff Writer

Despite their 2-1 loss to
D.C. United on Nov. 8, the
New York Red Bulls have advanced to the Eastern Conference Finals.
Midfielder Péguy Luyindula netted the only Red
Bulls’ goal. Luyindula, who
scored once in the Red Bulls’
2-0 win against D.C. United in
the first leg of the conference
semifinals, sent his side to the
conference finals on a 3-2 goal
aggregate.
Inside the six-yard box,
Luyindula slotted a cross from

captain Thierry Henry into the
bottom right corner of United’s
goal in the 57th minute.
D.C. United’s first goal
came late in the first half
when midfielder Nick Deleon
headed a cross from Taylor
Kemp into the center of the
Red Bulls’ goal.
In the 78th minute,
with the game tied 1-1, Red
Bulls defender Roy Miller received a second yellow card,
forcing the Red Bulls to play
the remaining 12 minutes of
regular time with 10 men.
Miller will miss the
Red Bulls’ next match due to
suspension.

The Red Bulls conceded a second goal in the
first minute of stoppage time.
United defender Steve Birnbaum headed the ball to Sean
Franklin, who left-footed it
into the bottom left corner of
the Red Bulls’ goal.
The Red Bulls have
never defeated D.C. United in
a playoff match at RFK stadium. For the first time in MLS
history, they have eliminated
United from the playoffs.
On Nov. 23, the Red
Bulls will host the New England Revolution for the first
leg of the Eastern Conference
Finals.

The Revolution were
second in the Eastern Conference at the end of the regular
season. With 55 points, they
finished four points below
United and five points above
the Red Bulls.
In the conference semifinals, the Revolution defeated
the Columbus Crew with a 7-3
goal aggregate.
The Red Bulls and
the Revolution met twice during the regular season, with
the Red Bulls winning both
matches.
In the Western Conference, the Los Angeles Galaxy and Seattle Sounders will

meet in a star-studded conference final.
The Red Bulls have had
solid attendence thus far in
the 2014 MLS Cup Playoffs
and that should only increase
as the team moves farther and
farther into the playoffs. A trip
to the finals will surely boost
attendance in a big way and
could even boost soccer’s popularity in the area.

NFL Week 11 Predictions
In this week’s regional roundup, the
New York Jets pulled
off a huge win against
the Pittsburgh Steelers at MetLife Stadium. The Jets still find
themselves picking up
the pieces to what has
been an incredibly disappointing season.
The Giants lost
in Seattle, like most
thought they would
and are looking at
their playoff hopes
vanishing. It is almost
an
insurmountable
climb to the playoffs at
this point and it is one
climb they probably
won’t get to complete.

Bills v. Dolphins
Vikings v. Bears
Texans v. Browns
Falcons v. Panthers
Bengals v. Saints
Bucs v. Redskins
Broncos v. Rams
49ers v. Giants

Tom - Bills
Jenna - Dolphins
Tom - Bears
Jenna - Bears
Tom - Browns
Jenna - texans
Tom - Falcons
Jenna - Falcons
Tom - Saints
Jenna - Saints
Tom - Redskins
Jenna - Redskins
Tom - Broncos
Jenna - Broncos
Tom - 49ers
Jenna - 49ers

Seahawks v. Chiefs

Tom - Seahawks
Jenna - Seahawks

Raiders v. Chargers

Tom - Chargers
Jenna - chargers

Lions v. Cardinals

Tom - Cardinals
Jenna - cardinals

Eagles v. Packers

Tom - Packers
Jenna - packers

Patriots v. Colts

Tom - Colts
Jenna - patriots

Steelers v. Titans

Tom - Steelers
Jenna - Steelers

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor
69-31-1

Jenna Bussiere
Asst. Sports Editor
72-28-1
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Who’s Hot This Week

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Maxx Wurzburger
Midfielder - Men’s Soccer
Wurzburger is the third Red Hawk to
win NJAC Offensive Player of the Week
after recording one goal and two assists
during their championship run in the
NJAC Tournament.

Current Stats
Goals - 6
Assists - 5
Points per Game - 0.85

http://www.montclairathletics.com/common/controls/image_handler.aspx?image_path=/images/2014/9/15\/MerrillAOW14.jpg&thumb_prefix=rp_aotw

Gina Policastro
Goalkeeper - Women’s Soccer
Chosen as NJAC Defensive Player of the
Week for the second time this season, Policastro was instrumental in the NJAC Finals
with huge saves, including penalty kicks.

Current Stats

Goals Against - 5
Shots Faced - 110
Shutouts - 14

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Game of the Week

Women’s Soccer
Nov. 15
vs. Lesley
MSU Soccer
Park
5 p.m.

The Red Hawks will take on Lesley University in the
First Round of the 2014 NCAA Division III Tournament. After the Montclair State game concludes,
Swarthmore and Connecticut College will face off to
set up Sunday’s Second Round matchup at MSU Soccer Park at 5 p.m. The winner of the Second Round
game will move on to the Sectional Tournament.

For updates on these matchups, check montclairathletics.com
for the results.

Professional Standings
MLS
2014 MLS Cup Playoffs

NFL
NFC East
1. Philadelphia 0 GB
2. Dallas 0.5 GB

Eastern Conference
Finals

3. N.Y. Giants 4 GB
3. Washington 4 GB

N.E. Revolution
N.Y. Red Bulls

NFC Wild Card

NHL
Metropolitan
1. Pittsburgh - 21 pts
2. N.Y. Islanders - 20 pts
3. Washington - 17 pts

2. Paris SG - 27 pts

4. Philadelphia - 16 pts

3. Lyon - 26 pts

4. N.Y. Rangers - 16 pts

4. Bordeaux - 24 pts

4. N.J. Devils - 16 pts

1st Leg - @N.Y. - 11/23

2. Seattle 0.5 GB

7. Carolina - 13 pts

2nd Leg - @N.E. - 11/29

2. Green Bay 0.5 GB

8. Columbus - 9 pts

4. San Francisco 1.5 GB

Western Conference
Finals

1. New England 0 GB

East Wild Card
1. Detroit - 19 pts

NBA
Eastern Conference

Upper Table
1. Marseille - 28 pts

1. Dallas 0 GB

AFC East

Ligue 1
(France)

1. Toronto - 0 GB
2. Chicago - 1 GB
3. Miami - 1.5 GB
3. Washington - 1.5 GB
5. Brooklyn - 2 GB

5. Nantes - 23 pts

6. Milwaukee - 3 GB

6. St. Etienne - 22 pts

6. Boston - 3 GB

7. Monaco - 19 pts

6. Atlanta - 3 GB

7. Rennes - 19 pts

6. Cleveland - 3 pts

9. Metz - 18 pts

10. Charlotte - 4 GB

9. Reims - 18 pts

2. Toronto - 18 pts

2. Buffalo 2 GB
L.A. Galaxy
Seattle Sounders
1st Leg - @ L.A. - 11/23
2nd Leg - @ SEA - 11/30

2. Miami 2 GB

2. Ottawa - 18 pts

4. N.Y. Jets 6 GB

4. Philadelphia - 16 pts
4. N.Y. Rangers - 16 pts

AFC Wild Card
1. Kansas City 0 GB
2. Cincinnati 0.5 GB
2. Pittsburgh 0.5 GB
2. Baltimore 0.5 GB

4. N.J. Devils - 16 pts
7. Florida - 14 pts
8. Carolina - 13 pts
9. Columbus - 9 pts
10. Buffalo - 8 pts

Next Round
Round 14 - 11/21 - 11/23

Today
SAC @ MEM
CHI @ TOR
PHI @ DAL
BRK @ GSW

The Montclarion Sports
montclarionsports@gmail.com
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Top of the NJAC

Men’s and women’s soccer take NJAC crown
Final 2014 Men’s Soccer Standings
School

NJAC		

Overall

Montclair State

8-1		

17-4

Rutgers-Newark

7-2		

15-5

Rutgers-Camden

6-2-1		

13-8-1

Kean

5-4		

12-8-1

Stockton

3-2-4		

11-5-5

William Paterson

4-4-1		

9-8-2

Rowan

4-5		

10-9

3-6

7-9-2

Ramapo

1-7-1		

8-9-2

New Jersey City

0-8-1		

1-15-4

The College of N.J.
Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

The Red Hawks will be in Virginia for the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

In front of a crowd recorded at 577 at MSU Soccer
Park (in a small soccer complex) and about 200 more spectators lining the Red Hawk
Deck overlooking the field,
Montclair State men’s soccer
defeated 2013 NCAA Division
III runner-up Rutgers-Camden in the New Jersey Athletic
Conference Final, 3-1.
With the win, Montclair
State clinched an automatic
bid to the NCAA Division III
Tournament. They will take

Jenna Bussiere
Assistant Sports Editor

After defeating TCNJ
on Nov. 11, the Montclair
State women’s soccer team
has tabbed their second NJAC
Championship in three years.
“I was so excited that
I could not stop crying,” said
midfielder Daniella Greco.
“Every time I think back about
the game, I catch myself smiling and all of the emotions just
come running back to me.”
Capturing the NJAC
crown was not an easy battle
to fight. In the last three years,
MSU has seen TCNJ twice in
the NJAC Finals and both
games have resorted to penalty kicks. Last season, they fell
to the Lions in a 4-2 PK shootout. This season, MSU turned
the tables.
“We weren’t going to
get another shot at the championship,” said senior goalkeeper Gina Policastro. “It
was basically all or nothing.”
MSU took a slight 1-0
deficit early in the first half
when TCNJ freshman Elizabeth Thoresen slipped a ball
over Policastro’s fingertips to
find the top of the net.
“After TCNJ scored
the goal, there was a slight moment of doubt,” said Policastro
“I remember just thinking, ‘Is
that going to be it?’”
Luckily, for the Red
Hawks, that goal would not
decide their fate in the championship. Things turned around
once Greco, a freshman, entered the game. About 11 min-

on the Stevens Institute of
Technology for the first round
of the tournament.
Montclair State notched
their 17th win of the season,
and it all started with a beautiful goal from Mike Olla.
Olla made a great secondchance effort as the ball refused to go in, but finished the
play to give the Red Hawks
an early 1-0 lead in the 20th
minute. Just before the 40th
minute began, Jake Seaman ripped a low shot that
surprised everyone from the
goalkeeper to the defenders
and even the fans, as his shot

utes after the Lions captured
the lead, Greco sparked a fire
by finishing off a rebound after
a previous shot hit the crossbar. This tied the game and
kept MSU alive.
“I was hyped up,” said
Greco. “I wanted that ball
more than anything to be in
the back of that net.” Greco
also explained that her play in
Saturday’s game was in gratitude for her sister, a senior for
the Red Hawks who suffered a
season-ending injury.
“I played that game
for my sister Melanie. She is
the one that gives me motivation to play my hardest every
single game,” she said. “I’m so
happy and thankful to have
been that girl that gave my
team the step that we needed
to take it all.”
The remainder of the
game was a battle of possession. TCNJ outshot MSU 1311 but the Red Hawk defensive line remained strong, not
allowing the Lions to capitalize on any of their several scoring attempts.
When the final regulation whistle blew, both teams
knew they were headed into
30 minutes worth of overtime.
The extra minutes proceeded
to be defensive play for MSU
as they focused on protecting
their goalkeeper. Despite the
talent and effort shown by the
Red Hawk defense, Policastro
took several shots that resulted in incredible saves.
“To have been able to
keep the match tied through-
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moved past at the bottom lefthand corner to push the lead
to 2-0.
The first half saw a lot of
physical play on a frigid night
in Montclair and tensions were
starting to build between both
teams.
Montclair State remained
focused coming out of the half
and pushed the lead to 3-0 in
the 47th minute with Lucas
Terci’s 14th goal of the season. A free kick that was officially listed at about 40 yards
was kicked in perfectly; Terci
headed it in for the goal. After
this goal, RU-Camden started

to feel a sense of urgency and
had most of the possession, but
the Montclair State defense
held tough.
The Scarlet Raptors would
get one back, however, with
Giuseppe DeLuca’s first goal of
the season in the 70th minute.
A beautiful passing display
led to a rocket of a shot from
DeLuca; there was nothing
that keeper Michael Gonzalez
could do about it.
RU-Camden continued to
push as the game became
more physical, but Montclair
State ultimately held on for

The Lady Red Hawks host the first and second rounds of the
NCAA Tournament at MSU Soccer Park.

out regulation and overtime
was definitely stressful at
times,” Policastro said, “but as
a keeper, my adrenaline kept
me focused and I was able to
get to some shots. I don’t know
if I would have been able to in
any other situation.”
Déjà vu set in for both
teams when the championship
game had to once again be
determined by penalty kicks.
The Lions stepped up to take
the first shot of PKs and it was
blocked by Policastro, a challenging thing for any goalie to
do during penalty kicks.
The Red Hawks con-
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tinued to place their PKs in
the back of the net, despite a
miss by Erin Sullivan that hit
the crossbar. Policastro would
have to come up with a save if
Montclair State was going to
win the game and that’s exactly what happened.
The MSU goalkeeper
finished the shootout with two
huge saves and granted another NJAC win for the women’s
soccer team.
“After I saved the last
one, it was the most incredible feeling in the world,” she
said. “Seeing my team run to
me will be one of my favorite
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the win.
This NJAC title is the 10th
for Montclair State’s men’s
soccer program, their first
since 2009.
They dethroned the
three-time defending champions as the Scarlet Raptors
dropped their eighth game of
the season. Rutgers-Camden
also had a five-game unbeaten
streak snapped with this loss,
being the first since Montclair
State beat them on Oct. 18 at
MSU Soccer Park.
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memories ever.”
The last time Montclair State won the NJAC
was in a 5-3 penalty kick victory over Kean University in
2012. This is the second and
last championship this year’s
seniors will take away as they
wrap up their time as Red
Hawks.
The fact that the 2014
NJAC trophy is now in our
locker room just makes my senior year that much sweeter,”
said Policastro. “I know that
memories of Saturday’s game
will stick with me forever.”

